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Greek Music meets Hip hop 11 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Hip Hop, WORLD: World Fusion Details:

Greek music + Hip hop = Bouzouki Hip hop It all started with that little independent film called 'My Big Fat

Greek Wedding', then it was the Greek National Soccer team winning the 2004 Euro cup, then it was the

2004 Olympic Summer Games hosted in Athens, Greece and recently The greeks winning the Eurovision

contest was good but...what will finally put the Greeks on the map is Vancouver Greek Hip hop artist BZ

Jam's third album entitled 'My Big Phat Greek...' Integrity Records is Proud to present the release of

Greek Hiphop artist BZ Jam's 3rd album entitled 'My Big Phat Greek...' 10 tracks of what BZ Jam calls

'Bouzouki Hiphop' Greek music fused with the street rhythms of hiphop. This album captures the true

essence of hiphop by pushing the musical boundaries and delivering a refreshing perspective with its

lyrical content. There are heavy songs like 'Hellenic Genocide' which talks about the attrocities committed

against the Hellenes, to the British Columbia politics inspired 'We build Sundecks for Casino licenses'

which talks about the scandal with ex-BC premier Glen Clark, to the light-hearted 'My Big Phat Greek...'

and the very catchy 'Transistor', BZ Jam captures the listeners attention from beginning to end. Already

the 1st single 'Hellenic Genocide' is getting a broad spectrum of reactions across the world, from the BBC

extra1 radio program refusing to play the song due to its contents to the director of hellenicgenocideMr.

Roberto Lopes exclaiming 'I have been listening to "Hellenic Genocide" continually since I downloaded it

a couple of hours ago. Bravo! It's EXCELLENT!...I must tell you that tonight, when I listened to "Hellenic

Genocide" I got moved as I didn't get for a LONG time. I cried, something that rarely happens.' Pick up

your copy of 'My Big Phat Greek...' here or visit BZ Jam's website bzjamfor more info.
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